Can I Fix That? Instrument Repairs in the Band Room
by Dr. Patrick Lawrence
It’s inevitable that instrument repair problems will occur. Early in my public school
teaching career, I soon discovered that in all the hours of method classes studying the
pedagogy of each instrument, I wasn’t well prepared regarding the mechanics of how
the various instruments worked. I was often confronted with an un-easy feeling as soon
as something wasn’t playing as it should. Not only did problems seem to almost always
happen right before a concert, but I wasn’t sure if the problem was something simple
that I could/should be able to fix, or whether it was an issue that truly needed to go to
the repair shop – plus, the added headache of the student being without an instrument
for days or weeks.
I was fortunate to have received two professional development grants to study
instrument repair over two summers in Colorado. I now teach a hands-on summer repair class at UWSP. This course
is designed for band directors and provides maintenance and repair skills to help keep the instruments in their band
rooms in tip-top condition and hopefully keep some of the smaller repairs out of the shop.
Most problems have a simple logical solution, look for the obvious issue first. Is there an obstruction? (mouthpiece
cap, paperclip, oil bottle in the instrument). On woodwinds, to what note does the instrument play down? That
usually isolates the problem area (more on this later). In doing any of your own repair, please remember the
Hippocratic Oath “First, Do No Harm”. This is especially important when working on a student’s personal instrument.
Know your limitations and skill level before getting in too deep.
Brass and woodwinds often have maintenance and repair techniques that are similar in those families. Brass
instruments certainly are more straight forward and many of the playing issues fall under the care and cleaning fixes.
Brass
Brass instruments should be bathed (at least) twice a year.
There have been several scientific studies about what’s growing
inside brass instruments, and the news isn’t good. That, combined
with the recent pandemic, makes me believe we should be doing a
better job in this area. This is a simple process that can be done at
home or as a larger group in a kiddy pool outside the band room on a
nice day. Simply fill a bathtub with warm water (don’t use hot water,
it will remove the lacquer), pull all the slides, caps, and valves, and
submerge in the water. I recommend not dismantling t
he piston valves, too many small pieces that can be lost or
reassembled incorrectly.
Additionally, I think it’s acceptable to submerge rotor valves on horns, trombones, and tubas--just be sure to blow
them out really-well and oil liberally. Ideally, the rotors would be fully removed, but that is a more complicated
process and I believe that partial cleaning is better than none.
Let the instrument soak for about ten minutes, then add a few drops of Dawn Dish Soap in each tube and run a
cleaning snake-brush through every opening. Rinse with cold clean water and dry with a clean towel. Oil, grease,
and re-assemble. Once the instrument is completely dry, I like to apply a squirt of Lemon Pledge and then buff that
in with a clean cloth. The Pledge smells nice and makes the lacquer shine while helping to prevent fingerprints. It is
good practice to clean and oil all the brass instruments before storing them for summer break. Dry, dirty brass tends
to develop stuck slides. If/when you have a stuck slide, don’t use a rag or try to tug-of-war the slide out. Do use
penetrating oil. I recommend Aero Kroil, their slogan is The oil that creeps!
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Apply a few drops of oil between the two slide tubes, you’ll see the oil be absorbed. Let it sit for a few hours and
try to move the slide; a really stubborn slide might take a day or two to dissolve the “glaze” that is holding the
slide together.

Similarly, rotor valves tend to lock up when not used regularly. Several drops of Kroil down the inside of the valve
tube and around the stop arm will help free the valve. Never use pliers to loosen the rotor, only light pressure with
your fingers, oil, and patience.
Top and bottom valve caps are notorious for sticking. Please don’t ever use pliers, which will leave teeth-marks in
the soft brass. Instead, lightly tap the valve cap with a rawhide mallet.

I teach students when oiling piston valves to not remove them from the casing, instead, bring the valve up part
way and apply a few drops. This limits the risk of the piston being dropped while out of the instrument. Don’t ever
oil valves from the bottom, this brings all the stuff that lives in the bottom of the valve casing up into the valve.

If a piston valve is sticking, check to see if the instrument needs cleaning. If that doesn’t solve the problem, it will
likely need to go into the shop. The most common issue is that the player has dropped their mouthpiece and it
has landed on the valve block while putting it in or out of the case. That repair will need to go to the shop. If the
second valve is the one that is sticking, the instrument likely fell on the second valve slide, causing the second
valve slide to pinch the valve. Apply a small amount of outward pressure as shown. Most often, this is enough to
get the valve working again.
Solder joints on brass instruments break from time to time. Don’t use rubber bands, tape, or super glue. Do use
Zip Ties to secure the broken solder joint.
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Trombone slides need care and maintenance too! The slide stocking gets gunked up as slide cream builds up after
a few weeks. I recommend bathing just the slide alone more often. The minimum working standard that we should
have for our students is that with the end of the slide (bumper) on the floor, unlock the slide and move the inner
part up and down. The outer slide must stay on the floor while the inner part goes up and down. If it doesn’t, the
slide likely has small dings or is out of alignment.
Water key corks dry out and must be replaced when they start leaking. Valentino Adhesive Corks are available in
a variety of sizes and are made of neoprene. Find the right size, peel and stick in the pad cup. Real cork requires a
drop of super glue in the cup before installing the new cork.
Please use hair-ties rather than tape or a rubber band to hold a water key closed when a spring breaks. Trombones
often bang their water key into the music stand when playing, a small amount of pressure using your fingers will
realign the water key

Woodwinds
Woodwinds certainly are fussier than brass instruments. I recommend keeping them in their cases when not in
use. This helps to regulate their humidity so they don’t crack, and it prevents dust and lint from collecting under
and around the keys. Do have the students swab the instruments after playing, I prefer from the bell up. Do make
sure that the swab is fully unraveled before pulling it through.
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Don’t try and push out a stuck swab with a drumstick, you’ll likely damage the pip on the inside of the upper joint.
Make a small hook from a wire coat hanger, try removing it from the direction it went into the instrument. Be
careful not to scratch the inside of the bore.
Keep an eye out for pivot screws that are slowly making their way out, it’s really hard to find them on the band
room floor once they fall out. Tighten them up using a small screwdriver. If you over-tighten them, the key will
bind. If you have a pivot screw that repeatedly comes loose, use a drop of red Loctite, be careful to keep it only on
the threads.
*Note, the adjustment screw on the clarinet A key can look like it needs to be tightened, but it doesn’t, there
should be a tiny gap between the A and Ab key.

Encourage students to use cork grease to keep the cork from drying out and shrinking.
If a cork falls off, use blue painting tape to build up clarinet tenons or saxophone neck corks until the cork can be
replaced. Use a bread bag twist tie if you lose a saxophone keyguard screw until a replacement can be ordered.
If the instrument doesn’t play correctly below a certain note, there is likely a spring that has come undone. Look
for a spring that it off its post. Using a spring hook or a crochet hook, reset the spring on the post. If the spring
breaks, use a hair tie until you can get it repaired.
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Aside from unhooked springs, there isn’t much you as a band director can do with flutes, oboes, and bassoons,
they’re best worked on by professionals. If there is a problem with a flute, check the spring for the two trill keys,
they tend to come unhooked.
For sticky pads, squeeze a piece of paper between the pad and the tone hole, holding the key closed, pull the
paper out. I don’t recommend using a dollar bill for this, money is often rather dirty.
Avoid using saxophone neck straps with open hooks. Locking clasps are best because there is much less chance of
a dropped instrument.

Saxophones tend to get out of adjustment after a while. I recommend getting a leak light which you can make
your own from a 3-foot length of LED rope light available at most hardware stores. When you put the leak light
into the instrument and close the pads, you’ll be able to see where the leaks occur. I wouldn’t recommend moving
any adjustment screws, but you’ll be able see if there is a problem pad. If the saxophone isn’t playing in the lower
octave, the octave key (on the neck) is likely bent. Be sure that it closes all the way. If not, put your thumb in the
lower section and bend the key down a small amount until it closes. There should be a very small gap (where the
thumb is in the photo) before contact with the neck portion of the key.
I hope you’ve found this article helpful. Please join us for our summer repair class, information can be found on
the UWSP Music website. Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions.
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